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Extended Abstract
Crowd-sourced fact-checking has recently been proposed as an effective approach to detect and
reduce the spread of misinformation on social media [6, 5, 1, 7]. Twitter’s Community Notes
system is the first large-scale deployment of a crowd-sourced fact-checking system. The system
allows users to author notes on potentially misleading posts and to rate each other’s notes. If a
note is rated helpful by enough users with diverse views, it is attached to the post and displayed
every time anyone views the post. Twitter deployed the system to all users in December 2023,
and so far users have contributed over 620K notes (on more than 377K tweets) and 37M ratings.

For a crowd-sourced fact-checking system like Community Notes to be successful in lim-
iting the spread of misinformation, the fact-checking notes need to be rated helpful soon after
the tweet is posted and before it spreads throughout the network. However, initial analysis of
the Community Notes data suggests that users tend to write more negative fact-checking notes
to posts by counter-partisans [2] and that the time it takes for notes to be deemed helpful is typ-
ically not short enough to impact the spread of misinformation significantly [4]. Furthermore,
our analysis of the data finds that notes typically fail to be rated helpful quickly because (a) key
information is spread across several notes but no single note addresses all inaccuracies in the
post, or (b) the notes use language that could be interpreted as biased or argumentative.

In this work, we propose speeding up the time it takes for fact-checking notes to be rated
helpful by generating supernotes that combine key information from several existing notes us-
ing language acceptable to a diverse set of users. A supernote is an LLM-generated summary
of existing crowd-sourced fact-checks (i.e., notes), which synthesizes useful information and
follows key principles of effective fact-checking. Our study is motivated by two key obser-
vations: (a) useful information contained in notes that are not rated helpful yet are currently
underutilized and (b) recent advancements in LLMs can help drive consensus among diversely-
opinionated people [3]. We hypothesize that supernotes will be rated helpful more widely and
more quickly as they are designed to bridge diverse perspectives and explicitly obey key fact-
checking principles. This, by extension, should decrease the time it takes for notes to appear
publicly and potentially reduce engagement with misinformation.

Generating supernotes. Our pipeline creates an LLM-generated supernote using all ex-
isting notes and additional information about their ratings. At a high level, we use GPT-4
to generate many candidate supernotes based on all existing notes, and score them based on
whether a simulated jury of users would rate them as helpful and whether they follow key prin-
ciples of effective fact-checking. This pipeline is described further below, and illustrated in
Figure 1.

We prompt GPT-4 to generate 100 candidate summaries for each misleading post, using
the post’s text, all existing community notes, and their current ratings. Then, we evaluate each
summary on two key aspects: (a) whether they would be rated helpful by a diverse set of users,
and (b) whether they follow first-order principles of effective fact-checking.
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Figure 1: Supernote generation pipeline. (1) We prompt an LLM to generate many candidate
summaries using the post text and all existing community notes. (2) We score each candidate
summary using a reward model to predict whether a jury of raters would rate the candidate
summary as helpful. (3) We filter out candidate summaries that do not follow key principles of
effective fact-checking. (4) Finally, we rank and select the summary with the highest score.

Note helpfulness. Recall that for a note to be shown on Twitter it needs to be rated helpful
by a diverse set of Community Notes users. We leverage the millions of user ratings in the
public Community Notes dataset to build a reward model that predicts whether a given user
would rate a note as helpful. We train a deep neural network that takes as input a candidate
summary embedding (obtained via OpenAI’s ada-002) and a user embedding (obtained via the
Community Notes model) and predicts the user’s rating. Our model achieves 69.6% accuracy
(AUC: 0.765) on out-of-sample predictions of historical note ratings. Then, we construct a jury
of randomly sampled users, predict their individual helpfulness ratings, and aggregate them
into a single score using Community Notes’ matrix factorization algorithm [8] which scores
notes high if they are rated helpful by a diverse set of users.

Principle alignment. In addition to being considered helpful, fact-checking notes must
also align with first-order principles of accurate and effective fact-checking. For instance, su-
pernotes must not introduce any information that is not already expressed in existing notes.
The Community Notes guidelines provide additional principles that notes should be clear and
easy to understand, use unbiased language, be related to claims made in the post, not include
opinions or speculations, cite high-quality sources, etc. We prompt GPT-4 to test whether the
generated candidate summaries are aligned with these principles and filter out all candidate
summaries that are not aligned.

Encouraged by the performance of the individual components of our supernotes generation
pipeline, we are currently planning human evaluation experiments. We plan to recruit a di-
verse group of participants and ask them to compare supernotes against existing notes on the
platform. If this evaluation is very promising, we will consider creating a Community Notes
account and posting highly-rated supernotes to test their effectiveness in the wild. We hope to
highlight several crucial findings that may directly impact and improve the Community Notes
program on Twitter.
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